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Digital transformation has brought a revolution in the world where data is considered as a primary 
source. Nowadays, businesses are turning to be more data-driven as they are not only monetize the 
data directly but also using for analytics purpose to deriving future market trends and possibilities. 

Since many organizations are in favour of adopting the data intelligence strategies to develop their 
product and predicting business opportunities. Basically, data intelligence is the interaction and 
diverse configurations of data in a way that is meaningful, for transforming the data into forms that 
will provide insight for company’s or organization’s decision-making for the future undertaking. This 
evolution of data intelligence will be led by the integration of several technologies such as Artificial 
Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Data Analytics. With big data and the volume of 
information which is collected on a daily basis need to be consumed for different types of investigation 
and analysis, data intelligence is an extension to the traditional way which humans can see and digest 
data.AI and other machines designed to digest large quantities of data do not pick and choose the 
data. However, it sorts out the good data from the bad, relevant from irrelevant and with that quality 
of information transforms the data and knowledge into usable information that provides a more 
valuable overview of their field of analysis. By introducing automation it will be going to bring a new 
form of the data revolution.  

In computing informatics environment, the evolution of data intelligence can play a significant role in 
developing a sustainable future. Since data is acting as an atomic source in this whole process of digital 
transformation it is necessary to make judicial use of it otherwise there can lead to worst 
consequences.  

This special issue aims to bring together the latest advances and developments related to role of 

intelligent decision technologies in fostering of data with smart systems. Researchers, scholars from 

both industry and academia are encouraged to present their research findings and achievements in 

this domain. 

Potential topics include, but not limited to: 

• Applications and Future scope of Data Intelligence
• Industrial Overview of Data Analytics and Intelligence
• Green Data Centers and Enterprise Computing
• Data Resource Management and Optimizing Algorithms
• Models for collective optimization and green computing
• Monitoring tools for power and performance of parallel and distributed systems
• Synthetic and organic computing structures and systems
• Advance tools for data analytics and management
• Social/occupational computing
• Location-based/client computer systems
• Morphic computer design
• Advance medical data analytics and healthcare IT infrastructure

https://www.iospress.com/catalog/journals/intelligent-decision-technologies


• Contribution of Data Intelligence in developing a sustainable environment 
• Industrial revolution 5.0 
• Genetic Algorithms for optimising data automation process  

 
Important Dates: 
 
- deadline for submissions: October 25, 2022 

- first decision (accept/reject/revise, tentative): December 30th 2022 

- submission of revised papers: February 20, 2023 

- notification of final decision (tentative): April 15, 2023 

- journal publication (tentative): first half of 2023 

 
Submission Procedure: 

Kindly follow the guidelines given in the journal website for submission and manuscript preparation.  Note that 

the publisher will typeset the final article but will not format references. For any queries, contact the guest 

editors. 

Important Instruction: 

To be appropriately identified, submissions for this special issue must include “Special Issue: Data Intelligence” 

in the title of the submission. This identifier can be removed before final publication. 

NOTES  

1. Information on the Intelligent Decision Technologies – an International Journal at:  

https://www.iospress.com/catalog/journals/intelligent-decision-technologies 

2. Information about submission guidelines at:  

https://www.iospress.com/catalog/journals/intelligent-decision-technologies#author-guidelines 
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